5 STEPS
to Security Automation Success
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Learn How to Start
Automating Tasks
in Your SOC
Spending too much time on manual work instead of
evolving the maturity of your security operations?
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It’s time to embrace automation.

Why automation?
Chances are, someone in your organization is already
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using automation (we’re looking at you, DevOps).
Here’s why:
• It saves busy analysts’ time by removing frequent
routine interactions.
• It helps teams respond to threats faster.
• It facilitates higher-quality incident response by
executing consistent actions.

Next Steps

• It allows security teams to take on more complex
use cases and scale operations.

*https://gallery.logrhythm.com/white-papers-and-e-books/definitive-guide-to-soar.pdf
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Automation Doesn’t Mean
Sacrificing Due Diligence

Intro
Intro

STEP

While the benefits of automation are real, you might be wary of taking humans

01

out of the equation.
There will be times when you won’t want to trigger an action without an
approval. This is where execution options come in:
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Automatic execution: The system is fully automated.
Approval-based execution: The system acts after one or more people
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approve the action.
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Analyst-triggered execution: An analyst manually initiates an action.

STEP

These options help to ensure that automated responses work without

04

increasing risk to your organization.1
So, how do you begin? Read on for five steps to success.
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https://gallery.logrhythm.com/white-papers-and-e-books/definitive-guide-to-soar.pdf
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Understand Risk vs. Reward
Because of the high volume of activity and alerts, all security operations teams
will have to automate at some point — it’s just a matter of when.
But every organization has a different comfort level with automation. You must
balance the innovators who want to push it vs. skeptics who are more cautious.
If your team has more of a learning curve, it’s best to start small with individual
use cases and then build on those successes.
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Intro

Define Your Goals

STEP

Before you begin, you need a baseline.

01

Collect metrics on incident response and how long
your team spends on processes. Don’t be afraid to get
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granular. Identify the specific steps that take the longest.
You can automate one step in a common workflow and
see a lot of value if it’s common or painful enough.
Then ask:
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What can you automate with less risk?
What will the impact be for the business?
How much time will it save?
What could you do if you freed up this time?

Next Steps
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Intro

Lay the Groundwork

STEP

You’ve done your research and outlined your goals.

01
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Next Steps

Next, you need to identify:
• Who should be involved?
How does this affect other teams?

The first rule of any technology used in

• Who will approve?

to an efficient operation will magnify

a business is that automation applied
the efficiency. The second is that

• Does prebuilt automation already exist
(from a community or vendor-provided library)?
Be aware of potential pitfalls

automation applied to an inefficient
operation will magnify the inefficiency.
– BILL GATES

• Don’t automate bad processes. If it’s not working
now, the same will be true at scale.
• Don’t bite off more than you can chew.
Start small and iterate on your success.
• Don’t move forward without stakeholder support.
Automation is one-half solving problems with
technology and one-half politics.
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Intro

Build Your Use Case and
Put it into Production

STEP

Your use case will be specific to your organization and the

01

goals you defined in step 2.
Here are some examples of types of automated actions:
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Endpoint quarantine
User account suspension

STEP

Machine data collection

03

Network access suspension
Process termination

STEP

Sinkhole domain2

04
Next Steps

 https://gallery.logrhythm.com/white-papers-and-e-books/definitive-guide-to-soar.pdf
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Intro
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Measure, Tune, and Make
Incremental Improvements
YOU’VE DONE IT!
Your automation is in flight. Congratulations!
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But your work isn’t over. To ensure success,
you should:
• Watch it:
- Is it working?
- Do you need to tweak it?
- Is it meeting expectations?
• Use the baseline you created in step 2 as
your guidepost. Have you saved time or offered
business value? Share your successes to continue
gaining buy-in for increased automation.
• Begin to identify opportunities for your next
use cases.

Next Steps

Remember, your workflows will change as your
organization, technology, processes, and people
change. You should revisit them often to make sure
they are still solving your current needs.
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Want to learn more
about automation?
Download the Definitive Guide to Security
Orchestration, Automation, and Response.

Download
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